
Honors English 11 
Unit II: Macbeth  
Background at a Glance1 
 

Printing History 
 Script first printed (for others to perform and read) in the 

Folio of 1623.  This edition includes act/scene divisions 
but lacks a Dramatis Personae (list of characters). 

o Copy probably used as prompt-copy and shows 
abridgement from longer version, probably 
because of censorship by royal court 

o Authorship of passages in this Folio version has 
been disputed, esp. III.i and IV.i.39-43 and 125-
32; Early stage directions reference songs also 
referenced by Thomas Middleton, a playwright 
who wrote around Shakespeare’s time.  Scholars 
attribute the “Hecate” scenes to Middleton, 
though no one can say for sure. 

 

Historical Context 
 Script was written following the 1603 accession of King James I.  Allusions to Banquo’s descendants 

(whom KJ was reputed to be) and the very Scottish subject matter of the play supports this 
hypothesis. 

 Dating the script to a more specific date is more difficult because there is no record of performance 
prior to April of 1611, when Dr. Simon Forman, an astrologer, described attending a performance at 
the Globe Theater. 

 Good reason to believe that Macbeth was performed for the Royal Court in July/August of 1606 as a 
means of entertaining KJ’s brother-in-law (King Christian IV of Denmark).  Scholars believe this 
because of 

o  References to the hanging of traitors (which was common at that time);  
o The date of the earliest surviving script, and its apparent censorship;  
o Allusions to Macbeth that show up in other Elizabethan plays following 1606 (see The 

Puritaine and The Knight of the Burning Pestle).   

 None of this evidence is conclusive, but scholars seem to agree that, given the historical records, the 
script was likely composed in late 1605 or early 1606. 

 

Source History 
 “The story of Macbeth represents an historical legend which through a process of telling and retelling had come by 

Shakespeare’s time to include so much of popular folk legend and to have so suffered from deliberate distortion that 
immediate political purposes that truth was virtually inseparable from fiction” (Lyman). 

o The historical King Macbeth, a “good king,” by many historical accounts, ruled Scotland 
from 1040 to 1057CE 

o Macbeth’s reign was considered “successful” and Scotland was prosperous 
o As time goes on Macbeth is called a “tyrant” (1385), who later meets and consults “Weird 

Sisters” (1424), and a king who is also involved with characters like Banquo, Fleance, and 
Macduff: characters who, according to historical record, never actually existed (1526).  
  

                                                 
1Much of this information was taken from 
 Shakespeare, William, and George Lyman. Kittredge. The Tragedy of Macbeth. Waltham (Mass.):  
  Blaisdell, 1966. Print. 



 By 1587, Raphael Holinshed records this folkloric history in Chronicles of England, Scotland 
and Ireland, a text that would become the primary source of Shakespeare’s Macbeth. 

o The text features key moments in the play including: 

 Macbeth’s encounter with three “Weird Sisters” 

 Macbeth orchestrating the killing of King Duncan in an ambush near the town of 
Inverness, which was in response to Duncan’s naming Malcolm as Prince of 
Cumberland 

 After Duncan’s slaying, Macbeth rules for 17 years, and has a legitimate claim to the 
throne.  He is only a successful ruler for the first 10, eventually becoming a tyrant 
toward the end of his reign, brooding over Banquo (with whom he plotted to kill 
Duncan), and the idea that his descendants would take over the kingdom once 
Macbeth died. 

 Holinshed also tells the story of King Duff and Donwald 

 King Duff is murdered by his friend, Donwald, at the urging of Don’s wife.  
The murder takes place in the Duff’s bedchamber. 

 Holinshed describes Don’s wife in great detail, sometimes more so than 
Macbeth. 

 

Critical Background 
 Many critics including N.H. Paul [in his book The Royal Play of Macbeth (1950)] argue that Shakespeare, 

while on a trip home to Stratford from London in 1605, stopped in the town of Oxford to see “an 
entertainment.” While there, he saw Tres Sibyllae, a pageant by Matthew Gwinn in which three 
witches predict that Banquo’s descendants would rule an endless empire.  The pageant was 
supposedly performed for King James I, who openly believed in witches, believed he was a 
descendant of the mythical Banquo, and reportedly disliked long plays.   

 As the theory goes, Shakespeare, witnessing all of this, begins to investigate Holinshed’s Chronicles 
and writes Macbeth as a way to  

o A) flatter the king by retelling the story in a more dramatic way,  
o B) create a story that coincides with “historical” accounts,  
o C) create a short play that the king will like, and  
o D) insert topics the king is clearly interested in, i.e. political problems and supernatural 

elements (like witches and visions of the dead). 

 Critics of N.H. Paul and his subscribers argue that this theory does not do justice to Shakespeare’s 
artistic integrity and imagination. 


